FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
PRIME HOLDINGS INSURANCE SERVICES, INC. SELECTS JARUS MOBILE APP
SOLUTION
Prime Holdings Insurance Services, Inc., a holding company for a suite of excess
and surplus lines insurance service companies, is leveraging Jarus’ mobile
solutions for its agents and policyholders.
Chicago, IL and Salt Lake City, UT – May 20, 2015
Prime Holdings Insurance Services, Inc. is leveraging the Jarus Mobile App Solutions
to provide anywhere, anytime communication flexibility between its policyholders
and agents.
The Jarus Mobile Solution is a ready-to-deploy customer and agent self-service
solution for Insurers. The solution includes a set of highly customizable, native
applications for iPhone, Android and Windows Phones, with a rich set of features
such as Policy Inquiry, Online Payment, Accident Help, First Notice of Loss, and Policy
Documents.
Prime Holdings Insurance Services, Inc. is customizing and branding the mobile
solution for three of its subsidiary companies, Prime Insurance Company (Prime),
Evolution Insurance Brokers, LC (EIB) and Claims Direct Access (CDA). “Our initial
rollout will concentrate on the FNOL functionality. Leveraging Jarus’s Mobile Solution
architecture, we will be able to rapidly release additional functionality with minimal
programming effort,” said JD Brown, CIO of Prime Holdings Insurance Services.
“Jarus’s flexible back-end integration methodology complimented our existing Web
Services initiative for our core policy and claims systems, allowing for a quick and
easy deployment.”
These enterprise class Jarus Mobile solutions are purpose-built to suit the specific
needs of the insurance industry. By using the solution from Jarus, insurers need not
have to deal with the inherent complexity associated with maintenance and support
of a multitude of mobile operating system (OS) platforms and devices. “Our apps,
along with Jarus Mobile API, provide the perfect platform that leverages our skill set
on mobile technologies,” said Sundar Vallinayagam, CEO of Jarus technologies.
Designed by Jarus for the Insurance industry, Jarus Mobile API is a set of standards
based, language neutral RESTful services. These RESTful services facilitate multiple
devices, using different languages and technologies to communicate with the carrier
backend in a secure manner.
About Prime Holdings Insurance Services, Inc.

Prime Holdings Insurance Services, Inc. was founded in 1992 as a holding company
for a suite of excess and surplus lines insurance service companies. Prime Holdings
offers underwriting, risk management, claims, brokerage and financing services
nationwide through its subsidiary companies; Prime Insurance Company, Evolution
Insurance Brokers, LC and Claims Direct Access.
Prime Insurance Company, with offices in Chicago Illinois and Salt Lake City Utah, is a
surplus lines insurance company that provides a stable market for hard-to-place
risks including commercial property, inland marine, healthcare services, commercial
liability, garage services, professional liability and many more. The Prime companies
have formed a number of strategic relationships with some of the world’s premier
insurance organizations and currently holds an A.M. Best rating of “A-“.
Evolution Insurance Brokers, LC (EIB) is Prime’s full service brokerage specializing in
excess and surplus lines insurance nationwide. Through EIB, independent producers
find solutions for specialty liability, professional, property and casualty, and
hard-to-place risks.
Claims Direct Access (CDA) handles claims for Prime Insurance Company and is
structured to provide effective and efficient claims handling as a third party
administrator.
Please visit www.primeis.com for more information.
About Jarus Technologies
Jarus Technologies is a leader in new business and policy administration solutions for
the P&C and Life insurance industries. Since its inception, Jarus has brought to
market innovative products in the areas of Policy Administration, Mobile applications
for Insurance, Self-service portals and several application frameworks. In addition,
Jarus has implemented a number of award winning custom solutions for its
customers. Jarus is headquartered in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
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